...there’s a world of FUN in every ERECTOR set!

The finest toy ever invented — and world-famous for over 50 years! Erector sets contain all-steel parts to make, literally, up to thousands of different models, many with exciting electric motor action. Builds latest missiles and jet aircraft, plus bridges, hoists, merry-go-rounds, ferris wheels and giant robots that walk step-by-step. Makes models 5 feet high! Teaches youngsters engineering principles and methods. Fun and instructive! See your Gilbert dealer today!

Send TODAY for FREE Gilbert Science Set Catalog

Fully illustrated — over 50 different sets

The A. C. Gilbert Company
Dept. MI, New Haven 6, Conn.

Please send new 1960-61 Gilbert Science Set catalog.
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The Finest Name in Career-Building Science Toys

THE A. C. GILBERT COMPANY
Erector Square, New Haven, Connecticut